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RIMSA, established by Palmino Longoni in 1936, was 
initially a mechanical workshop dedicated to repairing 
typewriters and the like (Riparazione di Macchine da 
Scrivere e Affini); hence the acronym RI.M.S.A.. 

The transition from repair workshop to production 
facility took place in the 1940s, when Mr. Palmino 
Longoni decided to give shape to a product of his 
own. Since then, RIMSA has focused on the design and 
development of pantograph lamps. Company growth 
resulted in an expansion of the product range with 
the introduction of magnifying and fluorescent lamps. 
Starting in the post-war period, RIMSA began making 
a name for itself in the electronics, goldsmithery, 
dentistry and industrial sectors.

In the 80’s, RIMSA began focusing closely on the 
surgical lighting sector and, in April 1983, the Milan 
Trade Fair Authority awarded RIMSA the first prize for 
the design of a halogen surgical lamp. 

In 2002, RIMSA developed the world’s first LED operating 
theatre lamp, at a time when this technology was still 
in its infancy.  

In 2017, RIMSA patented the world’s first surgical light 
without glaring.

In 2020, RIMSA introduced GOLDEN light, the only 
available lighting solution purposely conceived, 
designed and manufactured for veterinary purposes.
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Brightening ideas

Light plays a major role in the medical field, being 
required to provide a faithful image of what the doctor 

sees during observation. Suitable lighting creates 
comfortable conditions, reduces stress and sense of 
tiredness and increases productivity. The quality of 

artificial lighting is of primary importance and is directly 
proportionate to the quality of the service

to be provided.

RIMSA lights are totally developed and produced in 
our factory in Seregno (MB) and are in conformity to 

Regulation (EU) 2017/745, IEC 60601-1 and IEC 60601-2-41. 
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MAIN FEATURES
LIGHT EMITTING SURFACE

INDIRECT LIGHTING
Conscious of the disadvantages caused by direct illumination, Rimsa designed a 

solution using INDIRECT light for its own product: the beam of light that is produced 
by the diode is intercepted by a parabola that reflects the beams, merging them 
into one. Indirect reflection therefore allows for a greater illuminated surface area 

whilst using fewer LEDs. Alongside that also comes the added benefit of lower 
temperature generated on the printed circuit board, guaranteeing a longer service 
life, a lower luminous degradation and a greater scialytic effect than that of a direct 
reflection solution. Further developing the advantages of indirect reflection, in 2017 

RIMSA patented 2R technology (Double reflection technology) which guarantees the 
maximisation of the light emitting surface area.
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% of Light emitting surface of the cupola depending on the lighting technology used

Halogen
100%

LED Direct light
60%

Visualisation of the principle of 
DIRECT light and INDIRECT LIGHT

The main characteristic of scialytic lamps or surgical lamps is to be found in their
name. The term scialytic originally derives from Greek and means ‘devoid of shadow’;

scialytic lamps are therefore shadowless. Over the decades many different lighting
technologies have been adopted. In 2002 at the “Medica” trade fair in Düsseldorf,

Rimsa presented the first LED powered scialytic lamp in the world. The LED technology 
guarantees a lower energy consumption and a longer service life compared to any 

other lighting source. On the other hand, being LEDs spaced between each other 
on the surface, the light emitting surface generated by DIRECT LED LIGHT is lower 

compared to halogen light. In order to compensate for this problem, Rimsa studied 
INDIRECT LED LIGHT. The introduction of indirect light with the other advantages of LED, 

affirmed LED as the main light source in the medical illumination. 

LED Indirect light
80%

2R double reflection (Mastiff)
100%



2R DOUBLE REFLECTION

GLARING

E-VIEW 

E-DEEP

The presence of LEDs along two circumferences positioned at the extremity of two 
modules of mirrors, creates a double reflection illumination capable of obtaining a 
light emitting surface area that is incomparable to any other type of reflection. With 
the patented 2R technology, the light emitting surface area matches the area of the 

reflector.

Considering the length of time required for some operations and the potential gravity 
of a human error in these situations, it is essential to guarantee a light that doesn’t 
stress, tire, or blind the surgeon. The most irritating effect that scialytic lamps can 

create is glare: the sensation of being blinded. The lamps MASTIFF, thanks to the 2R 
Technology, based on the double reflection technology, are capable of completely 

removing the glare caused by surgical illumination.

An additional light source called E-View (Extended-View) makes it possible to expand 
the lit field at the edges without affecting the light intensity at the centre (Ec). Such 

perk allows the light to become an optimal solution for all those procedures when the 
surgeon needs to operate with an extended field.

The centre of the lamp is fitted with an additional LED module specifically designed 
to reflect deep light. E-deep means the surgeon can operate with perfect 3D lighting, 

especially in cavities.
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Representation of double reflection technology 



OBSERVA SERIES: ALFA
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ALFA-FIX

ALFA-FLEX

ALFA

Lamp model ALFA is available in two versions: with gooseneck arm (ALFA-
FLEX) and joint arm (ALFA-FIX). It is the best ally for the daily examination.
The ergonomic reflector has been studied to grant easy handling and 
effortless cleaning procedure. 
The lack of interstices allows an immediate disinfection. It is made by die-
cast aluminium: a light and sturdy material.
In the light head there are three LED light sources with coinciding lenses 
which provide a deep cylindrical light with high efficiency. The color 
temperature (4500K) is the best solution for outpatient use.
The lamp is equipped with a touch control for light intensity adjustment. 

DESIGN

The LED are installed onto a three-layer plate: copper (for conduction), 
aluminium (for heat dissipation) and ceramic (for isolation).  
For each LED there is a capacitor which, in the unfortunate case of one LED 
burns, absorbs the power of the burned LED avoiding any stress or overload 
to the remaining LEDs. 

TOUCH CONTROL

The on/off functions and light intensity adjustment are available through the 
touch button, a soft touch allow to regulate the intensity from 4 to 100%.

LIGHTNESS AND STABILITY

The power supply, integrated to the plug, makes the arm lighter avoiding 
any encumbrances. 
The gooseneck arm of ALFA-FLEX makes the light head positioning very easy 
and it is covered by a smooth white shrink-wrap sheath for easier cleaning 
and longer duration. 
The joint-arm movement of ALFA-FIX is servo-assisted by a torsion spring 
which conveys lightness of movement and positioning stability. 

09unit of measurement: mm



OBSERVA SERIES: L88-LED-M
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OBSERVA SERIES: L88-LED-M

L88-LED-M
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L88-LED-M
Especially suitable for dermatological use and wherever magnifying 
in general is needed. This model features a biconvex magnifying 
lens in optical glass ø 120mm. The light source is protected by a 
sandblasted polycarbonate screen which avoids deterioration and 
grants a homogenous overlapping of light fluxes. 

WHY OPTICAL GLASS? 
The optical glass, rather than a polycarbonate one, avoids eyestrain 
and prevents, in case of prolonged use, the risk of migraines or visual 
distortions. 

TOUCH CONTROL
The on/off functions and light intensity adjustment are available 
through the touch button, a soft touch allow to regulate the intensity 
from 4 to 100%

DESIGN
The light head is connected to the articulated arm through a sturdy 
joint which grants a 250° rotation. 
In order to increase the safety during use, the lamp works on low 
voltage with an external power supply. 

unit of measurement: mm



OBSERVA SERIES: PRIMALED
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PRIMA-FIX

PRIMA-FLEX PRIMALED 
With its appealing design, PRIMALED is a concentration of unparalleled-
performance technology, the best for an observation lamp.
The light optics have been designed to provide focused and deep lighting. 
The light field diameter is of 15cm @0,5 m.
The round and ultra-flat shape of the light head makes the product 
ergonomic and suitable for any kind of installation for outpatient and small 
surgeries. 
It consists of 9 led lenses split up into two separate circuits (6+3), the radial 
layout of the lenses and the large reflector diameter (19,5 cm) permit 
shadow suppression and three-dimensional light.
PRIMALED is available in two versions: PRIMA-FLEX with gooseneck arm 
covered by a smooth white shrink-wrap sheath and PRIMA-FIX with joint 
arm.

COLOR TEMPERATURE

By simply pressing the digital key K on the membrane keyboard, it is 
possible to choose between two different white light temperatures:  
4.000K - 4.500K without altering the light intensity.

LIGHT INTENSITY ADJUSTMENT

The light intensity can be adjusted in six different steps by means of the 
keys on the front membrane keyboard.

COURTESY LIGHT 
The first ever examination light to integrate an ambient light option as well 
as the traditional concentrated light. This function can be activated by 
simply pressing a key (C).

13

unit of measurement: mm
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Performances

Light intensity at 0,50 m 
distance (Ec)

Light head diameter

Color temperature

Color rendering Index (CRI)

d10 light field diameter  
whereilluminance reached  
10% of Ec

Average LED life

Control of the illuminance

Electrical absorption

ALFA-FIX/FLEX

70.000 lux

9,5 cm

4.500 K

94 Ra

130 mm

> 60.000 hours

4 - 100%

7 W - 15 VA

PRIMA-FIX/FLEX

105.000 lux

19,5 cm

4.000-4.500 K

95 Ra

150 mm

> 60.000 hours

20 - 100%

10,5 W - 20 VA

FIXING 
SYSTEMS 

WALL CLAMP

S12MED

CASTER BASE WITH  
5 LOCKABLE WHEELS

8/12 HOURS  
OF AUTONOMY  

RL KITB

RAIL CLAMP

Z400819

TABLE CLAMP

S11

L88-LED-M

2.250 lux

23 cm

5.370 K

95 Ra

200 mm

> 60.000 hours

4 - 100%

16,5 W - 38 VA

BATTERY   
GROUP



ABOUT US...

STEP INTO DIGITAL

“I’ve met RIMSA when we built up the surgical rooms in our new Clinic. 
I immediately appreciated the availability with which they dealt 

with my customizing requests and the support in choosing the most 
suitable model to my needs. 

I have been operating for over a year with a RIMSA lamp and each 
time it surprises me about how I can operate and look at the reflector 

without never being dazzled. It is definitely a unique feature”.  

Dr. Aldo Vezzoni, Med. Vet., SCMPA, Dipl. ECVS
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8/12 HOURS  
OF AUTONOMY  

KITB

1-SURGICAL LIGHTING IN 
OPERATION THEATRE

5-MANOEUVRABILITY 6-LAMINAR FLOW  
IN THE OR

7-CAMERA  
SYSTEM

 8-DOUBLE REFLECTION 
SYSTEM - 2R

2-LIGHTING  
TECHNOLOGIES

3-GLARING  
EFFECT

4-COMPENSATION 
AREA

L88-LED-M

2.250 lux

23 cm

5.370 K

95 Ra

200 mm

> 60.000 hours

4 - 100%

16,5 W - 38 VA
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CAVALIER



CAVALIER VERSIONS AVAILABLE:

CEILING - DOUBLE

(code CAVALIERX2) 

CEILING

(code CAVALIERSO) 

WALL 

(code CAVALIERPA) 

MOBILE

(code CAVALIERPI) 

CAVALIER 
Cavalier is a great solution for both outpatient and minor surgery; 
its features make it suitable for any kind of operation combining the 
extreme handling of an examination light. 
The 28 lenses, distributed into a 40cm reflector, convey the rays 
emitted by the led onto the operating field, granting shadows 
suppression and three-dimensional light.

MANUAL FOCUS ADJUSTMENT
Rotating the central knob is possible to adjust focus and light field 
diameter. The diameter of the light pattern can be adjusted from 11 to 
33cm, with a maximum light intensity of 120.000 lux.

COLOR CHANGING
Through the digital membrane keyboard is possible to adjust the 
colour temperature: 4.500-5.000K. The use of white leds only in two 
different shades, avoid any troublesome coloured shadows. 

DISSIPATION
The aluminium cap allows an awesome dissipation of the heat 
emitted by the led, granting a lifetime of 60.000 hours and a low power 
consumption (47W only).

MOVEMENTS
RIMSA develops and manufactures directly Cavalier arm structure, 
which confers lightness and manoeuvrability. 

CLEANING
The smooth and regular surface of Cavalier makes the cleaning and 
disinfecting procedures easier. 
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CAVALIERPI

CAVALIERPA

CAVALIERX2

CAVALIERSO
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unit of measurement: mm



PERFORMANCES

POWER CONNECTION DETAILS
Primary alternate voltage (ac) V 100-240

Frequency Hz 50/60

Elettrical absorption W - VA 47 - 82

Light head diameter cm 40

N. of LEDs

Average LED life

LED 

hours

28

>60.000

Control of the illuminance % 20 - 100 
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Light intensity at 1 m distance (Ec)

Color temperature

Color rendering index (CRI)

Color rendering index R9

Diameter adjustment from - to - 

d10 light field diameter where illuminance reached 10% of Ec

Depth of illumination IEC 60601-2-41 (L1+L2) at 60%

Depth of illumination IEC 60601-2-41 (L1+L2) at 20%

Max irradiance

Irradiance / illumination

Lux

K

Ra

mm

mm

mm

mm

W/m2

mW/m2lx

120.000

4.500-5.000 

95

> 90 

110-330

280

920

1550

456

3,62
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PENTALED 30E



PENTALED 30E VERSIONS AVAILABLE:

PENTALED 30E
The avantgarde solutions designed from our engineers 
give us the possibility to mix innovative technologies with 
common ones such WHITE LIGHT and INDIRECT LIGHT, typical 
of the Pentaled Series. 
Pentaled30E is the ideal for generic surgery: the high 
luminous intensity of 160.000 Lux is guaranteed thanks to 30 
reflectors divides in 6 modules of 5 LEDs each. The compact 
reflector of 40 cm makes the lamp movement very easy 
and smooth and saves a lot of space in the OT room.   

INDIRECT LIGHT 
 
The indirect light, one of the main characteristics of 
Pentaled 30E, guarantees a white, deep and comfortable 
light. This happens thanks to a parabola designed to reflect 
on the surgical field all of the light emitted from the LEDs 
avoiding any dispersion.  
The indirect lighting technology, patented by Rimsa in 2002, 
drastically reduces the glaring effect which can cause 
discomfort and stress to the surgeon’s eyes.

ELECTRONIC DIAMETER ADJUSTMENT
The electronic adjustment allows the operator to easily 
swap between 2 diameter sizes from the keyboard without 
modifying the light intensity at the center.

CEILING - DOUBLE

(code PENTA30E+30E) 

CEILING

(code PENTA30ESO) 

MOBILE  

(code PENTA30EPI ) 

WALL

(code PENTA30EPA) 
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PENTALED 30E



PENTA30ESO

PENTA30E+30E

PENTA30EPA PENTA30EPI
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unit of measurement: mm



PERFORMANCES 

POWER CONNECTION DETAILS
Primary alternate voltage (ac) V 100 - 240

Frequency Hz 50/60

Elettrical absorption W - VA 52 - 60

Light head diameter cm 40

N. of LEDs

Average LED life  

LED 

hours

30

> 60.000

23

Light intensity at 1 m distance (Ec) Lux 160.000

Color temperature K 4.500-5.000

Color rendering index (CRI) Ra 96

Color rendering index R9 > 90

d10 light field diameter where illuminance reached 10% of Ec mm 210

Diameter adjustment from - to - mm 140-260

Depth of illumination IEC 60601-2-41 (L1+L2) at 60% mm 600 

Depth of illumination IEC 60601-2-41 (L1+L2) at 20% mm 950

Max irradiance W/m2 627

Irradiance / illumination mW/m2lx 3,9
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QUATTROLUCI LED



QUATTROLUCI LED VERSIONS AVAILABLE:

QUATTROLUCI-LED 
Its aerodynamic design and manoeuvrable structure are 
permeated by the strong determination of Rimsa’s heart, 
synonymous of technology, quality and performance.
The multicircular reflector is designed to illuminate 
thoroughly the work area and suppress all shadows. 
The reflector, designed ultra-flat to avoid disturbing 
the operator, is equipped with an ultra-resistant 
polycarbonate screen which guarantees protection 
against any accidental impact.

EASY MOVEMENT
QUATTROLUCI can be easily positioned thanks to its 4-axis 
rotation and sterilizable handle.  
QUATTROLUCI is particularly suitable for operating 
theaters where the surgeon needs a small lamp to avoid 
interference with other equipment installed on the ceiling 
or where space is limited.

DESIGN
The multi-circular dome consists of 36 LEDs lenses 
divided into 4 modules of 9 LEDs each, which ensure 
shadow suppression and a three-dimensional light.
The modular design of the LEDs guarantees light 
continuity even in the rare case of failure affecting a 
single LED. The high efficiency of the LED sources and 
the low energy consumption allow to obtain very low IR 
emissions and a cold light in the operating field, the heat 
dissipation is optimal thanks to the aluminium reflector of 
each LED. 

MOBILE

(code QUATTROPI) 

CEILING 

(code QUATTROSO) 

WALL

 (code QUATTROPA) 

CEILING - DOUBLE 

 (code QUATTROSOX2 ) 
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QUATTROPA

QUATTROPI

QUATTROSO

QUATTROSOX2
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unit of measurement: mm



PERFORMANCES

POWER CONNECTION DETAILS

Primary alternate voltage (ac) V 100-240

Frequency Hz 50/60

Elettrical absorption W - VA 61 - 104

Light head diameter cm 60

N. of LEDs LED 36

Average LED life  hours > 60.000
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Light intensity at 1 m distance (Ec) Lux 160.000

Color temperature K 4.900

Color rendering index (CRI) Ra 94

Color rendering index R9 > 90 

d10 light field diameter where illuminance reached 10% of Ec mm 270

Depth of illumination IEC 60601-2-41 (L1+L2) at 60% mm 1100

Depth of illumination IEC 60601-2-41 (L1+L2) at 20% mm 1740

Max irradiance W/m2 570

 
Irradiance / illumination mW/m2lx 3,47
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GOLDEN



GOLDEN VERSIONS AVAILABLE:

GOLDEN 
 
Golden is the first surgical lamp developed specifically 
for veterinary use. Usually, traditional surgical lamps are 
adapted for zoological use, but in this case Golden is 
the result of analysis and feedback from the veterinary 
sector.
Aware of the significant differences from the human 
sector regarding both design and use, the Rimsa R&D 
department has developed this innovative lamp. The 
Golden model is the only lamp studied, designed and 
produced for the veterinary needs.

 
WIDE LIGHT FIELD
The larger light diameter and the ability to use it at its 
best without the assistance of a medical team are just 
some of the features of Golden. The diameter of the light 
field can be adjusted between 11 and 35 cm giving the 
surgeon a very wide light field. A larger work area than a 
traditional surgical lamp allows the veterinary surgeon to 
focus during the operation instead of needing to move 
the reflector.
The adjustment of the diameter is possible through a 
capacitive sensor placed on the sterilizable handle, in 
order to guarantee the surgeon full control of the
lamp.

 
ALWAYS ON FOCUS FUNCTION
The use of RIMSA technology with “always on focus” light 
guarantees perfect focus at any distance. In this way, 
the surgeon can freely move the lamp within the working 
area without having to worry about refocusing the light, 
which means having perfect light in every position.

HANDLING
The ease of movement allows to position the product 
directly by the surgeon, without the need of any 
assistant. This flexibility is possible thanks to the internal 
development of the arm structure and a perfect 
balancing of the reflector.

MOBILE

(code GOLDENPI) 

WALL

(code GOLDENPA) 

CEILING

 (code GOLDENSO) 

DOUBLE - CEILING 

 (code GOLDENX2 ) 
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GOLDEN



GOLDENPA GOLDENPI

GOLDENSO

GOLDENX2

30 unit of measurement: mm



PERFORMANCES

POWER CONNECTION DETAILS
Primary alternate voltage (ac) V 100-240

Frequency Hz 50/60

Elettrical absorption W - VA 60 - 67

Light head diameter cm 52

N. of LEDs LED 81

Average LED life  hours > 60.000

31

Light intensity at 1 m distance (Ec) Lux 160.000

Color temperature K 4.000 - 4.600 

Color rendering index (CRI) Ra 94

Color rendering index R9 > 90 

d10 light field diameter where illuminance reached 10% of Ec mm 260

Diameter adjustment from - to - mm 140-350

Depth of illumination IEC 60601-2-41 (L1+L2) at 60% cm 81

Max irradiance W/m2 560

Irradiance / illumination mW/m2lx 3,47
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MASTIFF



MASTIFF VERSIONS AVAILABLE:

DOUBLE - CEILING 

(code MASTIFFX2) 

CEILING

(code MASTIFFSO) 

DOUBLE - CEILING 
with double yoke 

(code MASTIFFX2 + DY2 ) 

MOBILE    

(code MASTIFFPI ) 

CEILING
with double yoke 

(code MASTIFFSO + DY1) 
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MASTIFF
 
Strengthened by the result achieved in 2002 with 
the first LED surgical lamp in the world, in 2017 Rimsa 
presented to the public the first surgical lamp without 
any glare.

LIGHT WITHOUT GLARE
 
Thanks to the “2R” technology it was in fact possible 
to completely suppres the glare: the sensation of 
blindness created by looking at a highly luminous 
surface like a scialytic lamp.  
The 2R technology is based on a double reflection 
optical collimation of the light rays coming from 
the LEDs, conveyed through an aspherical lens and 
afterwards projected onto two elliptical mirrors and 
filtered by a specially designed screen. 
The use of this technology developed in collaboration 
with a national university, also allows for the 
maximization of the light emitting surface; the light 
emitting surface area matches the reflector’s area. 

COMPENSATION AREA
 
The risky effect of black spots resulting from direct 
glare is further reduced by the presence of a 
compensation area(1): an area with low light intensity 
around the surgical field that mitigates the visual 
transition from an area with high light intensity to a 
darker one.

MANEUVERABILITY
 
Mastiff has been conceived, designed and built to 
meet ergonomics and maneuverability requirements; 
the reflector was designed to allow a comfortable 
grip by the operator(2), the light intensity can be 
adjusted by the sterilizable handle(3) and then by the 
surgeon himself during the operation through a touch 
command.

(3) sterilizable handle to adjust the light intensity and point the lamp

8Klx 8Klx
160
Klux

160
Klux

(1)Visualisation of the compensation area

(2) comfortable hand grip



MASTIFFPI

MASTIFFSO MASTIFFSO+DY1
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unit of measurement: mm



MASTIFFX2+DY2

MASTIFFX2
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unit of measurement: mm



PERFORMANCES

POWER CONNECTION DETAILS
Primary alternate voltage (ac) V 100 - 240

Frequency Hz 50/60

Elettrical absorption

Light head diameter

W - VA

cm

75 - 85

52

N. of LEDs LED 84

Average LED life hours > 60.000
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Light intensity at 1 m distance (Ec) Lux 160.000

Color temperature (7 selections) K 3.800-5.000 

Color rendering index (CRI) Ra 96

Color rendering index R9 96

d10 light field diameter where illuminance reached 10% of Ec mm 210

Diameter adjustment from - to - mm 210-350

Depth of illumination IEC 60601-2-41 (L1+L2) at 60% cm 49

Depth of illumination IEC 60601-2-41 (L1+L2) at 20% cm 103

Max irradiance W/m2 580

Irradiance / illumination mW/m2lx 3,68

Luminous flux Lm 1785
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Rimsa Brightening Ideas
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MADE IN ITALY
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